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FOCUS ON OSAKA CITY

The spirit of
innovation
calls investors
By John Ashburne

E

ven its fondest
admirers admit that,
historically, Osaka is
a city with an image
problem. The most
glowing epithet Meiji-era
visitors could manage was “the
Manchester of the East,” a
comparison with the British city
that was a center of the
Industrial Revolution. More
contemporary commentators
have called it one of Japan’s
grimiest, most cramped and
chaotic metropolises.
But Osaka—with its 2.6 million
residents and $2.66 billion Gross
City Product—is an energetic,
business-savvy, easy-going city,
even if not the prettiest. Alas, if it
has had a hard time attracting
tourists, it hasn’t always been
successful at attracting investors
either. Most overseas and
domestic investors have been
unable to see beyond Tokyo.
“In Japanese, we call it
ikkyokuka, which means ‘single

“more and more
companies are
coming in.”
polarity’, and as we know, that is
an unnatural state,” explains Kei
Furuta, managing director of the
Japanese arm of Equinix Inc., the
world’s number-one interconnective data center business,
with centers in 31 strategic markets
across the Americas, EMEA and
Asia. Soon, with the planned
opening of its new data center,
there will be one in Osaka too.
This is a source of pride to a
city growing in confidence after
some time in the commercial
doldrums. “More and more
companies are coming in, not
least with the 24-acre redevelopment of the Umeda Kita North
area, and the opening of the
seven-acre Grand Front Osaka,
with its 1,700-seat convention
hall and state-of-the-art commercial, retail and entertainment
facilities,” says Kazuhiro Nose,
the city’s erstwhile business
development officer. “These are
exciting times.”
Mr. Furuta cites the city’s
“robust, business-friendly political
leadership,” under Mayor Toru

Hashimoto, and its freedom
from the web of bureaucratic
restrictions that ensnares Tokyo,
as positives. “The city and
prefecture are also doing a far
better job than Tokyo in making
commercial, financial and
logistical information available
to would-be investors.”
Osaka’s business has always
been business. Shonin no
Machi, “the city of merchants”,
boasts a healthy per-capita GDP
of $71,000, and its total GDP
outstrips that of Singapore and
the Philippines. Yet it is not
without other key talents.
“What people may miss is the
creativity here,” explains Mr.
Furuta, talking about the city
that saw the birth of Panasonic,
Sanyo, instant noodles, vacuumpacked food and the desktop
calculator. “Don’t forget that the
world’s first futures exchange—
in rice—was in Osaka,” he says.
“Now they are creating
something very interesting with
GFO—and especially interesting is the Knowledge Capital.
They are seeking synergistic
creative solutions.”
Mr. Furuta is referring to the
unique development within the
Grand Front Osaka complex
devoted to bringing together
companies and research institutes,
specialists and creators, in the
unique complex that its chief
producer,TakuyaNomura,described
as a “Silicon Valley of the mind”.
“We were very aware that it
[was] going to be a prestigious
address when [we] decided to
open our offices in Grand Front
Osaka,” says Shigeru Takahashi,
chief of big-data management
specialists Insight Technologies,
“but what really attracted us
[was] the new spirit of innovation.
The rules of the business game
have changed: it’s a collaborative,
mutually beneficial commercial
environment that we want to
foster and be part of now.”
Insight Technologies’ client
list is kept confidential, but a
glance at the sponsors of its
groundbreaking database
technology-sharing event, which
brings together ORACLE experts
from the U.S., Britain and Japan,
from May 29th-31st, shows that
there is serious corporate interest
in their and the Knowledge
Capital’s ideas.
The city’s hopes for economic
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This ciTy is growing in confidence, Thanks To iTs
forward-looking new commercial developmenTs

Osaka (above) boasts 2.6 million residents and a $2.66 billion Gross
City Product. The seven-acre Grand Front Osaka development (left)
is attracting an increasing number of companies into the city.
resuscitation are pinned in no
small part on the success or
failure of the Umeda Kita
redevelopment plans.
Mr. Furuta, however, urges
some caution: “Building a large
box won’t guarantee instant

economic success. The key will
be if the project attracts investors
from outside the region—and
indeed outside Japan—and as
things stand, there’s still a gap
between Osaka’s potential and its
reality. It’s something of a gamble.”

